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Introduction 

Most IT departments are operating in cost reduction or cost containment mode—any opportunity to streamline 
operations or avoid capital expenditures will be thoroughly evaluated.  Without question, companies will examine 
Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 (Exchange 2010), the latest version of Microsoft’s flagship communication 
solution, scrutinizing when to upgrade and which of the new capabilities could save them money.   Specifically, 
Exchange 2010’s “Archiving and Retention” 1—which are included in an Exchange 2010 Enterprise Client Access 
License—are sure to draw attention from many organizations currently using or evaluating Symantec’s Enterprise 
Vault, a purpose-built content archiving platform.    

Before a company quickly jumps to any conclusions about opting for the least expensive alternative because of the 
shared nomenclature, specifically as related to the use of the word “archiving,” they should examine each offering’s 
functionality and implementation methodology.  Doing so reveals that there is very minimal overlap between each 
solution, and, where there is, the method of solving a particular problem is entirely different.  This paper is 
designed to help organizations understand some of the nuances separating Symantec’s Enterprise Vault and 
Exchange 2010 e-mail management capabilities with a focus on “how they do it” rather than “what they call it.”  It 
also highlights archive-specific “use cases” so organizations focus on the problems they need to solve with 
suggestions on how to best do so.  After uncovering all the facts, many organizations will realize that a combination 
of Enterprise Vault and native Exchange capabilities magnifies the benefits of archiving—namely, seamless end-user 
access to messages regardless of where they are saved, lower storage costs, and more efficient compliance and 
electronic discovery processes.   

E-mail “Archiving” for Exchange Environments 

Define the Problem, Not the Term 

When it comes to Exchange, the phrase “archive” can mean many things to many people.  Exchange Administrators 
may view archiving as the movement of messages out of a user’s primary inbox to another location, such as a 
Managed Folder or PST file.  Storage administrators often think of archiving as saving backups—on disk or tape or 
both—for extended periods of time.  More often than not, end-users consider PST files to be their archives.  
Compliance offices, corporate counsel, and records managers additionally have their own perspectives as to what 
constitutes an e-mail archive. 

In Exchange 2010, the addition of the term “Personal Archive” only makes matters worse.   It is unlikely that various 
departments will ever agree on one definition of “archiving” as it relates to their organization, but companies can 
come to a consensus about the specific  problem they are trying to solve and how that pertains to Exchange 
management.  By worrying less about terminology and focusing on the management issues that need to be 
addressed, organizations will make more educated technology investments to better meet their specific 
requirements. 

ESG Guidance 

To put it in simple terms, ESG believes that archiving is the long term retention of information driven by a specific 
need, such as compliance or business reference purposes.  The retention aspect includes optimizing where the 
information is stored throughout its lifecycle and properly deleting content when it is no longer needed for 
compliance, governance, legal, or business reference purposes.  Through various research efforts over the past 
decade, ESG has identified four major business challenges which necessitate the long term retention of e-mail: 

 Balancing of storage costs with information accessibility. 

 Ability to respond to internal investigations and electronic discovery inquiries in a complete and timely 
manner, facilitating early case assessments. 

                                                      
1 

Author’s Note: “Archiving and Retention” is the general term used by Microsoft to describe a new set of features within Microsoft Exchange 
Server 2010. 
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 Compliance with information management policies and mandates, including corporate governance policies. 

 Protection of large volumes of messages over an extended period of time. 

These issues are intertwined—solving one with a specific technology can actually exacerbate another one.  As an 
example, several IT departments currently leverage primary mailbox quotas to control Exchange-related storage 
costs.  This leads to employees creating PSTs—files that contain messages and can be stored anywhere.  PSTs 
actually consume valuable storage space—on PCs and file servers—that must be protected and may be considered 
‘in-scope’ for discovery requests, forcing attorneys to look in several different locations before they can properly 
respond to an inquiry or complete an early case assessment.  

Before investing in or using a specific technology, companies must understand what use cases apply to them and 
consider how the challenges posed by these use cases might evolve.  This can help prevent any shortsighted 
decisions that unnecessarily increase risk or end up costing a company more in the long run. 

Examining Exchange Archive Use Cases 

Overview  

Microsoft is actively promoting the archiving and retention features in Exchange 2010 which include a Personal 
Archive mailbox for every user, policy-based data movement into those Personal Archive mailboxes, the ability to 
establish retention policies against certain messages or folders within a user’s primary inbox, multi-mailbox search 
capabilities for authorized users, and legal hold capabilities that prevent a user from deleting any messages during a 
defined period of time  While some of these enhancements overlap with existing third-party archiving solutions, 
others are extremely complementary, serving as “archive” enablers rather complete archive solutions. 

From a general perspective, Enterprise Vault archives, manages, and enables discovery of corporate data scattered 
across a multitude of applications, including messaging systems (Microsoft Exchange  and  several other 
communication platforms), file servers, and content management and collaboration systems such as Microsoft 
SharePoint .The core of Enterprise Vault’s value is its ability to capture content at the source, single instance it, 
move it to a separate infrastructure, assign and enforce retention periods, and index that information as it is 
archived for enhanced search and retrieval.  

The Bigger Picture 

Enterprise Vault executes all associated archive functions in a separate environment, whereas Exchange manages 
everything internally.  When examining these options, customers have to consider what they want from an archive 
and whether the actual management of information will impact the Exchange 2010 production environment.  In 
many instances, this is a decision of control; running information management, including long-term retention of 
messages, and electronic discovery operations in live environments creates too much risk for most compliance 
officers and corporate counsel.  For others, a separate environment provides more flexibility with which to control 
archive storage costs.   

Another major variance is what is being managed by each system.  Enterprise Vault can archive e-mails, instant 
messages, productivity files, and SharePoint sites.   It also works with partners to capture and manage database 
records, voicemail, and many other content types.  Exchange 2010 focuses on mail items inclusive of any Office Live 
Communications server content including voicemails and instant messages.  Organizations looking to optimize 
compliance, electronic discovery, and storage management across multiple content types must decide whether   
these objectives are more efficiently met on an application by application basis or as part of a unified content 
archiving platform.  

With these broad perspectives in mind, customers can more accurately compare and contrast Enterprise Vault and 
native Exchange capabilities based on specific archiving use cases.  The following sections describe how these 
solutions—individually and collectively—could solve four critical archiving use cases, along with some of the 
dynamics occurring in the marketplace that may impact the use case.    
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Balancing Cost of Storage with Message Accessibility 

What’s at Stake? 

According to ESG research, a majority of organizations expect e-mail, when compared to other business 
applications, to have the greatest impact on server and storage spending over the next two years.2  Data 
growth within Exchange environments continues to increase to such an extent that another ESG study 
revealed that e-mail made up over 20% of the average respondent’s total stored information. Companies 
will continue to invest in storage and server capacity to maintain (or optimize) their Exchange 
environments. 

Considerations 

Most organizations deploy a two tier model for Exchange storage.  The primary storage tier is where all 
mailbox messages are saved and the tertiary tier—which is usually based on tape-media—is where backup 
copies of the product environment are kept.  Messages are only accessible when stored on the primary tier, 
but rising storage costs have led companies to enforce mailbox quotas, thus controlling the amount of 
capacity consumed by Exchange.  In turn, employees create PST files, which are then stored on PCs and file 
servers.   

Quotas and PSTs merely shift the storage burden from the Exchange environment to other, more 
distributed locations.  What many companies fail to consider is the amount of valuable messages that users 
delete to avoid triggering quotas.  Further, whether they are deleting messages or setting up PSTs, many 
users spend an exorbitant amount of time managing their primary mailboxes.    

The easiest way to resolve this conundrum is moving to a multi-tiered storage model where messages are 
stored on lower cost, but still accessible devices.  The tertiary tier must always remain—but it should be for 
data protection purposes only.  Even though companies are saving more information for longer periods of 
time, they can control storage costs by not saving the same messages and attachments over and over again.  

Exchange 2010’s Approach 

When a new mailbox is set up within Exchange 2010, administrators can also configure a Personal Archive 
mailbox to accompany it.  A Personal Archive mailbox is directly associated with and stored on the same 
Exchange Mailbox server database as a user’s primary mailbox.  The objective of the Personal Archive 
within Exchange 2010 is to extend the size of a user’s mailbox without requiring a PST.    

Administrators also have the option to establish a quota on the Personal Archive during the initial setup in 
the same way a quota is configured on a primary mailbox (the current default quota for a Personal Archive 
in Exchange 2010 is 10 GB).  The capacity of a Personal Archive does not count against a user’s primary 
mailbox quota. 

A Personal Archive mailbox is available through Outlook as long as the employee is running Outlook 2010 
and connected to the Exchange 2010 Mailbox server.  If the employee is not connected directly to Exchange 
but does have access to a browser, she can use OWA to access her Personal Archive. 

Employees work with messages saved within the Personal Archive the same way they would with e-mail in 
their inbox—all mail management actions (forward, reply, delete, flag, etc.) are available.  When searching 
for a specific message, employees have the option to include the Personal Archive (and any subfolders) in a 
query. 

Users with existing PSTs can move them back into Exchange by saving them within their Personal Archive, 
which makes them searchable.  Otherwise, PSTs remain outside of the Exchange environment, yet still 
accessible via Outlook. 

 

                                                      
2
 Source: ESG Research Report, Medium-Size Business Server & Storage Priorities, June 2008. 
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Enterprise Vault’s Approach 

With Enterprise Vault, Exchange Administrators can still enforce mailbox quotas without forcing employees 
to create PSTs in order to access older or larger messages.  After moving messages from a primary inbox to 
an archive, Enterprise Vault leaves a link or a stub in the primary mailbox so users can access messages In 
Outlook as if they had never moved.  Archived messages can be stored on any storage device—slow and 
cheap, fast and expensive; it doesn’t matter—enabling IT to determine how they want to manage older 
messages. 

For Exchange Administrators who do not want to worry about links or stubs left in a user’s primary mailbox, 
Enterprise Vault provides a virtual vault, which is a folder that appears as part of a user’s mailbox directory 
structure.  A user just needs to click on the Virtual Vault folder to see all of their archived messages.   When 
looking for a particular message, a search within Outlook will automatically include messages in a user’s 
primary mailbox and their virtual vault archive.  Interacting (forwarding, replying, flagging, etc.) with 
archived messages is the same as if they were saved in the primary mailbox. 

Enterprise Vault creates a local cache, enabling mobile workers to access messages even when they are not 
connected to Exchange.  Archived messages are also available through any PDA that synchronizes with 
Exchange, including Blackberry- (using Blackberry Enterprise Server) and Windows Mobile-powered 
devices. 

Companies that want to corral legacy PSTs can migrate them directly into Enterprise Vault.  During the 
migration process, Enterprise Vault indexes the messages and can apply retention policies based on criteria 
in place to manage data coming directly from Exchange. These messages will appear in a user’s archive and 
be searchable as soon as they are migrated.  This centralizes message-related information on a storage 
platform of the customer’s choice.  However, the biggest storage savings facilitated by Enterprise Vault are 
likely to come from its single instancing capabilities.  Regardless of where the content comes from 
(Exchange, SharePoint, PSTs, file servers, etc.), Enterprise Vault only saves one copy of a message or file.   

Together Is Better 

Exchange 2010’s Personal Archive capability centralizes Exchange storage by expanding a user’s mailbox—
even though messages are split between the primary and Personal Archive mailboxes.   A user’s inbox is 
saved on the same storage device even though it includes the Personal Archive.  Customers do not have the 
option of moving older messages in an inbox to a different storage device.  If a customer wants to deploy 
lower cost storage, they have to move the entire inbox (primary mailbox and Personal Archive).  
Unfortunately, Exchange 2010 does not have any storage capacity optimization capabilities such as single 
instancing, which means users must continue to save all data on the single storage tier.   

Without any capacity optimization capabilities, administrators still face the same dilemma—whether or not 
to enforce quotas.  Many may believe that a 1 GB primary mailbox and a 10 GB Personal Archive provide 
plenty of space, but there are many users with PSTs already larger than this aggregate capacity.  In these 
circumstances, an employee would not be able to consolidate all of their PSTs back into Exchange. 

Instead of worrying about storage costs and quotas, Exchange 2010 customers can centralize messages by 
archiving them with Enterprise Vault.  Thanks to Enterprise Vault’s age- or quota-based archive policies, 
users can enjoy the benefits of an “infinite mailbox.”  Archived messages are stored within Enterprise Vault 
rather than the Exchange server and are easily accessible via Outlook, Outlook Web Access, or mobile 
devices.  With its Vault Cache feature, offline users can access archived messages similar to how Exchange 
Cache Mode provides offline access to primary mailboxes.  These features, along with the ability to run 
searches against primary mailbox and Enterprise Vault archive, ensure a seamless user experience. 

With Enterprise Vault in place, customers can actually move PSTs directly into an archive, removing the 
need to copy them back into Exchange 2010 altogether.   This helps customers keep primary mailboxes lean 
and frees valuable space on PCs and file servers where PSTs are traditionally stored. The e-mails ingested 
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into the archive are indexed, making it easier to find information in the event of end-user searches or 
electronic discovery.  

Deploying Enterprise Vault alongside Exchange 2010 also allows IT organizations to apply a tiered storage 
model to e-mail.  Customers can store Enterprise Vault repositories on any storage system they choose and 
move these repositories to the most cost effective device over time using the solution’s “storage migrator” 
feature.  For those that want to keep archives accessible, disk is the best option.  However, in 
circumstances where archived data may need to be saved for very long periods of time (legal hold, record 
retention laws, etc.), customers can move the data to tape using Symantec’s NetBackup Platform.  They can 
rest assured knowing that, though it is on tape, the data is still searchable and accessible via standard 
Enterprise Vault interfaces including Outlook, OWA, etc.  

All content, including messages, PSTs, files, and SharePoint sites, archived by Enterprise Vault is single 
instanced before it is stored.  This reduces the total overall storage footprint by eliminating redundant data 
before it is archived.  When combined with Enterprise Vault’s retention and expiry policies and tiered 
storage options, customers can reduce the total cost of ownership of their primary and archive mail 
environments.     

Improving Electronic Discovery Processes 

What’s at Stake? 

The December 2006 amendments to the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP), which followed 
similar changes to Practice Direction of England’s Civil Procedure Rules Part 31 made in October 2005, 
cemented various digital data types, including e-mail, as viable sources of evidence.  Both sets of 
amendments established requirements regarding how electronically stored information (ESI) is to be 
managed and produced throughout the discovery or disclosure (England and Wales) processes.   

Since the amendments, there has been little guidance as to what would happen when an organization fails 
to properly manage ESI.  This has recently changed—a  July 2009 report issued by  Gibson, Dunn, & 
Crutcher, LLP, a well known global law firm, indicated that more than 60 federal and state court opinions 
addressing electronic discovery were issued in first half of 2009, with over half of the opinions involving the 
consideration of sanctions.   The report also highlights the fact that many of the opinions inclusive of 
sanctions centered on the ‘duty to preserve’ ESI.3    

Not only do companies have to worry about the penalties that can be levied when ESI is mismanaged, they 
must now find ways to reduce electronic discovery costs.   Many organizations outsource all aspects of ESI 
to specialized consultants, legal service providers, and external counsel—all of whom charge by the hour or 
by the amount of information managed.  This option has become cost prohibitive as the volume of 
corporate data—especially e-mail, which happens to be the most commonly requested source of ESI—
continues to increase. 

Considerations 

Every organization using e-mail could be subject to electronic discovery—regardless of the industry the 
company operates in, how many employees it has, or how much data it stores.  The real issues for 
organizations, specifically their IT and legal departments, to mull are how frequently these events are going 
occur, how that frequency will change over time, and how much control they want over the process.    

Further, even though e-mail is the most frequently requested form of ESI, ESG research shows than many 
other data types must be managed as part of the overall electronic discovery process (see Figure 1).4  And, 
because many organizations know what it costs to pay someone else to handle ESI collection, preservation 
(legal hold), and initial analysis, future strategies involve bringing some electronic discovery tasks in-house.  

                                                      
3
 Source: Gibson, Dunn, & Crutcher, 2009 Mid-Year Update on E-Discovery Cases, July 2008. 

4
 Source: ESG Research Report, Electronic Discovery Requirements Escalate, November 2007. 
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Fulbright & Jaworski, another leading global law firm, released its 6th Annual Litigation Trends Survey 
Report in October 2009 and 48% of the firms researched stated that they were in-sourcing some electronic 
discovery activities.5  Organizations starting or considering a similar tactic must make sure that any 
Exchange management solution can support these efforts. 

Figure 1. Frequently Requested Record Types During Electronic Discovery 

 
Source: Enterprise Strategy Group 2007. 

Lastly, when tackling electronic discovery issues in-house, companies must be prepared for the longevity of 
the legal process.  Many matters drag on for years, which primarily impacts legal hold processes.  When 
preserving data in-house, companies have to be wary of the long-term storage costs and operating 
expenses associated with keeping data for extended periods of time. 

Exchange 2010’s Approach 

During electronic discovery, corporate counsel or another designated set of users typically need to execute 
queries across an entire Exchange Server.  Exchange 2010 administrators can allow a user or a group of 
users to search multiple mailboxes, including Personal Archive mailboxes—a new feature in Exchange 2010.  
Administrators can also designate the specific mailboxes that a user can search based on Active Directory 
mailbox groups or distribution lists defined in Exchange 2010.  Administrators can also restrict the types of 
mail items (messages, calendar entries, contacts, etc.) that users can search.  For example, attorneys 
responding to a specific discovery request may only be able to search for messages and calendar entries 
within the finance distribution list.  The multi-mailbox search capabilities can be extended to include any 
messages within an employee’s mailbox dumpster so that any items pending deletion will be included in a 
result set.  When a multi-mailbox search is complete, the result set can be sent to a separate mailbox for 
further inspection. 

                                                      
5
 Source: Fulbright & Jaworski, 6th Annual Litigation Trends Survey Report, October 2009. 
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If a company does receive a discovery request, administrators can establish legal hold by user—on a 
specific employee’s mailbox, for instance.  The legal hold is similar to a retention policy: it can be set up for 
an indefinite or a finite amount of time.  All messages within that employee’s mailbox and Personal Archive 
will be retained according to the legal hold retention policy.  All other retention policies are superseded 
until the legal hold restriction is removed.   When administrators place a legal hold on an employee’s 
mailbox, any messages within the dumpster will also be saved.  Administrators have the option of notifying 
an employee via a message within Exchange 2010 that his or her mailbox is on legal hold and how long any 
deletion activity will be suspended for. 

Enterprise Vault’s Approach 

Enterprise Vault facilitates several steps within the electronic discovery process, from information 
management and legal hold through early case assessments and first-pass review.   More importantly, it 
centralizes these activities across multiple content types, not just e-mail.  Customers establish specific 
retention and expiry policies during archiving and, later, legal hold policies on a subset of those messages 
based on date range, user, subject matter, and other criteria.  The legal hold can be set against existing 
messages and any new ones that are archived if they meet the specified criteria.  These capabilities assist 
an organization in meeting its ‘duty to preserve’ requirement.   

 Corporate counsel can begin collection and analysis activities within Enterprise Vault’s Discovery 
Accelerator application.  This solution provides designated users with the ability to search an Enterprise 
Vault repository for relevant information.  Discovery Accelerator users can save searches and schedule 
them to rerun so they can be sure to capture any new information that enters the archive.   

After locating relevant information within Discovery Accelerator, users can “tag” messages or groups of 
messages.  The tags may tie the message to a case name, highlight if the data is privileged, or denote an 
instruction such as “needs further review.”  Users can establish a predefined workflow that is associated 
with a tag.  For example, anything marked as “needs further review” may automatically appear in another 
Discovery Accelerator user’s —perhaps a supervising attorney’s—“to do” list.  After corporate counsels 
have gathered insight into a specific matter, they can export the content in common formats such as PST or 
XML, with all of the tags in place and ready for final processing and review by external counsel.   

Together is Better 

For the companies that do not go through many electronic discovery events, but the few events that they 
do go through always involve e-mail, Exchange 2010 can address most of the requirements.  These 
organizations tend to outsource data collection and preservation as they do not have the expertise 
internally. Multi-mailbox search provides enough of a means to identify data and send it to an external 
party where it will be analyzed and preserved.  In these instances, Exchange’s legal hold capabilities serve 
as an insurance policy on data that is sent to an outside party for analysis and preservation.    

For organizations that go through more frequent electronic discovery events that involve e-mail, 
productivity files, and other data, Enterprise Vault is a safer bet.  Enterprise Vault enables corporate 
counsel to bring many electronic discovery steps in-house and, more importantly, manage the tasks outside 
of a production application.  The latter is extremely critical given the frequency with which legal holds occur 
and how long they last.  Attorneys do not have to worry about impacting Exchange data stores by running 
searches and copying messages to a separate mailbox.  And, because Enterprise Vault can manage more 
than just e-mail, corporate counsel can centralize legal hold, collection, and review processes within 
Discovery Accelerator.  This reduces the amount of time required to complete many electronic discovery 
tasks and minimizes the risk that important information is excluded from any of the critical steps. 

One benefit of using Enterprise Vault is the ability to gain early insight into case facts and limit the amount 
of data that is eventually sent outside the company for final processing and review.   Additionally, if 
customers use journaling, they are ensured they capture all relevant messages which can then be analyzed 
to see if they meet specific legal hold requirements.  Enterprise Vault also audits all user activity, including 
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searches run, tagging, and any attempts at modifying or deleting data.  These audit reports, along with the 
‘duty to preserve requirements’ being addressed through journaling and legal hold enforcement, help 
prove any given piece of content’s authenticity and integrity, which supports chain-of-custody 
requirements. 

Some organizations may choose to use Enterprise Vault just for its Discovery Accelerator capabilities.  As 
such, organizations run multi-mailbox searches within Exchange and export that data into Enterprise Vault.  
There, it can be joined with other content types and attorneys can execute preservation, collection, and 
analysis activities within defined workflows. 

Information Management and Compliance 

What’s at Stake? 

Although many companies believe that they only need to retain e-mail that pertains to the financial 
services industry, information retention requirements extend to all other industries including federal, state, 
and local governments.  In the U.S., several states have “Sunshine Laws” or their own versions of the 
Freedom of Information Act which requires certain business records, including pertinent e-mail 
correspondence, to be publicly available.  Any messages that constitute student records are covered by the 
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA).  The Data Retention (EC Directive) Regulations 2009 in 
the U.K. can also be applied to electronic communications.  No regulation is prescriptive as to how to save 
e-mail, but it is readily apparent that if an e-mail contains any data that falls under an existing information 
retention schedule or if it is relevant to litigation, it should be saved for the appropriate period of time. 

Considerations 

An organization should understand whether it is being required to keep certain e-mails by law or merely as 
a best practice, whether there are any accessibility guidelines associated with such mandates (i.e., the 
definition of a reasonable timeframe to retrieve a record), and what the penalties are (i.e.,  fines, legal 
exposure, etc) when the requirements are not met.  When addressing specific e-mail retention 
requirements, organizations need to determine whether they want to manage e-mail separately or with 
other electronic record types. 

Exchange 2010’s Approach 

Retention policies can be established within Exchange 2010 in a few different ways.  First, administrators 
can push out a Managed Folder—with an assigned retention period—to a subset of mailboxes.  Users are 
then responsible for placing the appropriate messages in this folder so they will be retained for the 
appropriate length of time.  Secondly, users can assign a retention policy to a message in the Outlook or 
Outlook Web Access interface.  Lastly, users may assign a retention policy to a folder within their primary 
mailbox.  All messages in that folder or subsequently moved to that folder will be saved for the appropriate 
period of time.  Except for the Managed Folder approach, users can move messages between folders with 
different policies or change policies assigned to specific messages.  

For those that want to retain messages indefinitely, they can configure Exchange to journal messages to a 
separate mailbox where all the message items are kept until deleted.  Most organizations run the journal 
mailbox on a separate Exchange server and dedicate a significant amount of storage if they do not have any 
set plans on deleting information within it.  

Enterprise Vault’s Approach 

To move messages into Enterprise Vault from Exchange 2010, customers have four options: 

 Journaling: Exchange sends a copy of all mail activity including messages, calendar entries, etc. to 
Enterprise Vault.  If a customer uses a journal mailbox, Enterprise Vault captures the messages 
from the mailbox (and subsequently deletes the messages from the journal mailbox). 
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 Automated mailbox archiving: Archive policies (“archive messages older than 90 days, etc.) are run 
against a mailbox; any messages that meet the policy criteria are moved. 

 Automated classification: Any message sent or received meeting predefined policies (“archive all 
messages sent to and from the CFO for two years”) are copied. 

 User-based classification: End-users categorize certain messages and each category has an archive 
policy (save messages for three years); messages are moved to the archive when triggered by the 
policy. 

All archive policies include a retention policy and an expiry policy (how long to keep the information for and 
where to keep it—in the primary inbox, in the archive, or both)   When messages are moved to the archive, 
Enterprise Vault assigns and enforces the retention policy.  Enterprise Vault retention policies prevent any 
modification or deletion of a record during its retention period.  Customers may also choose to store the 
Enterprise Vault repository and associated records on immutable storage (WORM) to further mitigate the 
risk of critical records being accidentally or purposefully deleted during the assigned retention period. 

If customers have an existing records management system (EMC Documentum, OpenText, etc.) that 
centralizes other content types, Enterprise Vault can pass a message with its retention parameters to these 
repositories for long term management.  Customers may also choose to combine e-mail records with 
Microsoft SharePoint content or general purpose files within Enterprise Vault, using it as the system of 
record.  

Together Is Better 

Enterprise Vault provides customers with a variety of options to identify, capture, archive, and manage 
information, including business records.  When a customer must capture all related business records and 
prove that the records were kept for a specified period of time, journaling is the best option because it 
shifts the burden from employees to the actual archive system.   Customers that see journaling as the best 
option to meet record retention requirements should consider that they are keeping two copies of every 
message—one in the primary mailbox and one in the journal mailbox—and they are not single instancing 
any of these messages.   Companies can optimize this configuration by having Enterprise Vault grab 
messages from the journal mailbox and then delete the messages from that mailbox once they are safely 
stored within the archive.  The data is then single instanced and retention policies are applied.  They are 
then stored with other archived messages that may have been moved using Enterprise Vault’s other 
archived messages.  

Exchange 2010’s (non journaling) retention capabilities may be suitable for organizations that want to save 
information for reference purposes only or that may have less strict message management guidelines.  It is 
more likely that companies will have a combination of both requirements—which is why using Enterprise 
Vault with Exchange 2010’s retention capabilities often makes the most sense.  Enterprise Vault can archive 
data from any Exchange 2010 mailbox—including Managed Folders—while maintaining the assigned 
retention policy.   This enables users to set retention policies in Exchange and have them enforced by 
Enterprise Vault.  It also ensures that users’ primary mailboxes and Exchange servers are not cluttered with 
business records and single instancing reduces archive storage capacity requirements.  

Simplifying Exchange Data Protection 

What’s at Stake? 

The consequence of the larger mailboxes enabled by Exchange 2010’s Personal Archive or the ability for 
companies to retain business records within Exchange creates an inability for IT to complete backup 
processes in the allotted and required timeframes.  For most organizations, this is a step in the wrong 
direction.  Many are trying to increase the frequency with which they create backup copies or replicas in 
order to reduce the risk of data loss and expedite recovery times.  Considering that 67% of enterprises can 
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only tolerate zero to four hours of downtime for their most mission critical applications—a category  which 
often includes Exchange—larger mailboxes can disrupt current data protection operations.6  

The tendency of the use of quotas to drive PST creation also negatively impacts backup processes.  PSTs 
stored on file servers are constantly backed up even though they never change.  This consumes valuable 
backup storage capacity and, depending on the number and size of the PSTs, can elongate data protection 
operations. 

Considerations 

The easiest way to expedite backups is to reduce the amount of data that needs to be copied or replicated.  
Organizations that save everything—business records, evidence, and old PSTs—in Exchange 2010 run the 
risk of disrupting current backup processes.   Companies that choose to ignore existing PSTs and leave them 
in their current locations may be losing an opportunity to reduce backup costs.   

Exchange 2010’s Approach 

Administrators can create up to 16 mailbox server data replicas within Exchange 2010.  These replicas can 
be copied to a different server in the event that the primary environment fails.  Organizations must ensure 
that they have enough storage space to hold all the replicas.  Further, although the process is native to 
Exchange, generating replicas of large mailbox servers can take a long time.  If a corruption or outage takes 
place as a replica is being created, administrators will have to recover from the last known good copy—
which may be a day old and will result in data loss.  The upside to using Exchange-based replicas is that the 
copies are executed in a known good state, which should hasten recovery times as long as the data set is a 
reasonable size. 

Enterprise Vault’s Approach 

Archiving data outside of the primary Exchange 2010 environments results in less data to copy or replicate 
for data protection purposes.  This enables backup and recovery operations to complete faster.   Customers 
can also centralize all PSTs, removing them from file servers, and more importantly, from nightly backup 
processes. 

Together Is Better 

Customers can deploy Exchange 2010 with Personal Archives enabled and still enforce quotas on the 
mailboxes without forcing users to set up PSTs.  Messages can be regularly archived out of the mailboxes to 
Enterprise Vault so that quotas are met and messages are still accessible.  As a result, the size (measured in 
storage capacity ) of the primary Exchange 2010 environment remains stable—the Enterprise Vault archive 
will grow—so backups (of Exchange itself) can complete.  

Some companies may choose to archive messages with Enterprise Vault and then create replicas within 
Exchange.  Once again, because the Exchange environment is not rapidly growing, the size of the copies will 
remain relatively constant, enabling the replication process to complete faster. 

The Bigger Truth 

At first glance, it is very easy to see why companies may believe that Enterprise Vault and Microsoft Exchange 
2010’s archiving and retention capabilities do the same thing.  A closer look shows that there is very minimal 
overlap in the functions each one enables.  Where there is overlap, it is fairly easy to distinguish the differences in 
approaches between the two solutions.  Companies deciding on which approach to use are likely making the wrong 
decision.  More often than not, the right decision will be figuring out how to deploy Enterprise Vault and leverage 
the latest archiving and retention capabilities within Exchange 2010 to reduce costs over the long term: the 
ultimate goal for IT these days. 

                                                      
6
 Source: ESG Research Report, Data Protection Market Trends, January 2008. 
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